Huawei Twitter and Facebook November 7 - November 9

What's ready to talk SmartHome? @SiebergD certainly is. Join him right here at 2 p.m. ET on 11/10 for #TechTuesday. #AskHuaweiUSA

South Africa has great potential and ambition for renewable energy. See how Breede River Valley has become the largest commercial solar project in the valley, using Huawei’s Smart PV solution. tinyurl.com/yys8jzmo

Our webinar on how 5G will transform different industries is only 2 days away - have you registered? Join us this Wednesday along with @wvwpro @project5G @ErnestWorthman @AGDMediaCorp & @omender of @CNWliquid. tinyurl.com/yv56jpl

#TECHTUESDAY
SMART HOME
TECHNOLOGY Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP Technology & Innovation Thought Leadership, Huawei USA

November 11, at 2 p.m. ET

WEBINAR: 5G FOR GROWTH: HOW 5G WILL ACCELERATE INNOVATION ACROSS INDUSTRIES
Wednesday, November 11, 2 p.m. EST
When we say the **Mate 40 Pro** has the best camera on the market, we mean it! Don't take our word for it, check out @techradar's review.

Hands on: Huawei Mate 40 Pro review
World-class hardware and cameras, but still no Google
[techradar.com](http://techradar.com)

**HuaweiUSA** @HuaweiUSA - Nov 8
Don't miss this deal on the **MateBook D 14** - your perfect laptop for school!

Need a powerful laptop for uni? The Huawei MateBook D 14 is on offer until October 27th, you can nab the Trusted Reviews recommended Huawei MateBook D 14 laptop for just £569.05 with this special code.
[trustedreviews.com](http://trustedreviews.com)

**HuaweiUSA** @HuaweiUSA - Nov 8
Thank you to all the volunteers for helping make **HuaweiConnect 2020** a success!

Huawei Connect: The Value of Volunteers
#HuaweiConnect 2020 ran smoothly thanks in part to the wonderful work of #volunteers from many...
[youtube.com](http://youtube.com)
Pandemic disease can be spread through smartphone signals: true or false?

Facts You Thought You Knew
What are the most hilarious views you've heard on Huawei? Let us know in the comments if you manage.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Nov 7
For those of you in snowy areas, Huawei won't let extreme cold temperatures impact your phone and tablet performance.

Extremely low temperatures can cause phones and tablets to shut down.

HuaweiMate 40 Pro takes the AI Benchmark crown
The phone obliterates the competition, scoring 60% more than its closest rival.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Nov 7
CYMD: You can catch our own Tim Danko, along with other thought leaders @Jeff's Geoff Wyle, @giacom's Joe Barrett, and analyst @lauradiablo, discuss how #5G will change our daily lives.

Did you know that Huawei has trained 1,148 students and 100 teachers in Kenya with the DigITruck? @Kenya_Huawei explains how the mobile classroom brings remote communities training on things like software, Internet and entrepreneurship.

Driving Education Equality with Technology
Education is a basic right. But not everyone has equal access to education resources or to the digital infrastructure that's increasingly...
Who's ready to talk #SmartHome? Daniel Sieberg certainly is. Join him right on Huawei USA's Twitter page at 2 p.m. ET on 11/10 for #TechTuesday. https://tinyurl.com/y6uy5uyp

TECHTUESDAY
SMART HOME
TECHNOLOGY Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP Technology & Innovation Thought Leadership, Huawei USA
November 11, at 2 p.m. ET

Our webinar on how #5G will transform different industries is only two days away. Have you registered? Join us this Wednesday as Huawei USA's Daniel Sieberg, Ernest Worthman of AGL, Camille Mandler of Omdia and Peter Jarich of GSMA Intelligence share their insights.
https://tinyurl.com/ywwvqjob

Do you miss this view? #HuaweiPhotography
Curious about the Huawei #FreeBuds Studio? Check out what TechRadar has to say.

Could the Huawei FreeBuds Studio prove a rival for Apple's AirPods Studio?

Huawei Connect 2020 was a great success thanks in part to all the volunteers!

Service with a Smile

Huawei Connect: The Value of Volunteers

Delivery of goods and services remains critical during the pandemic. The 5G #connectedcar minimizes human contact for deliveries to high-risk zones and adopts many impressive automated features. Watch the video to learn more.

5G Connected Car Delivers Goods and Hope
General Motors brand Baojun is launching the world's first mass-produced vehicle with HiCar – an intelligent connectivity solution powered by Huawei.

Huawei HiCar integrated in Baojun RC-6

With Huawei, you can control your phone with a flick of your hand - no touch.

Huawei and Leica Camera's partnership goes way back. Read more to learn about their joint research and innovation center, established in 2016.
Huawei Mate 40 Pro takes the AI Benchmark crown

The phone obliterates the competition, scoring 60% more than its...